Team Evolution have been flat out at the BARSC and Anglo Scottish Championship events, where Team GB’s Number 1 female child Darcie Mead finished in 1st place in the Giant Slalom and Slalom competitions. Darcie put together two clean and aggressive runs on the technical Ostafa piste to show just how much she has improved over the past 12 months. Whilst many of the top seeds crashed or struggled to get to grips with the slope, Team Evolution’s British Number 1 female child displayed a master class in composure and strength. Max Moss also placed on the podium for the Children Boys category in the Giant Slalom Race 2 while in Les Houches, France.

The Team Evolution Junior athletes at the BARSC Championships in Champoluc, Italy, continued the great form set by the Children’s Team. Sam Clissold took 2nd and Max Baggio 3rd place in Giant Slalom on 3rd January. In the Slalom competition Sam Clissold climbed a step on the podium to secure 1st and Max Baggio again finished 3rd in a thrilling race filled with high speed and technical skiing.

Both boys scored PB results and podiums on the difficult and icy Junior piste that took out several of the top skiers, and not only managed to take home the silver-wear but showed further proof of their development as individual athletes. These performances, and the results they bring, are helping make their stake for the
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